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5 SIX TOPICS ON INSCRIBABLE POLYTOPES

ARNAU PADROL AND GÜNTER M. ZIEGLER

ABSTRACT. Inscribability of polytopes is a classic subject but also alively research area
nowadays. We illustrate this with a selection of well-knownresults and recent develop-
ments on six particular topics related to inscribable polytopes. Along the way we collect a
list of (new and old) open questions.

Jakob Steiner ended his 1832 geometry bookSystematische Entwicklung der Abhängig-
keit geometrischer Gestalten von einander[41] with a list of 85 open problems. Problem
77 reads as follows:

77) Wenn irgend ein convexes Polyeder gegeben ist läßt sichdann immer
(oder in welchen Fällen nur) irgend ein anderes, welches mit ihm in Hin-
sicht der Art und der Zusammensetzung der Grenzflächen übereinstimmt
(oder von gleicher Gattung ist), in oder um eine Kugelfläche, oder in
oder um irgend eine andere Fläche zweiten Grades beschreiben (d.h. daß
seine Ecken alle in dieser Fläche liegen oder seine Grenzfl¨achen alle
diese Fläche berühren)?

It asks whether every (3-dimensional) polytope isinscribable; that is, whether for ev-
ery 3-polytope there is a combinatorially equivalent polytope with all the vertices on the
sphere. And if not, which are the cases of 3-polytopes that dohave such a realization? He
also asks the same question forcircumscribablepolytopes, those that have a realization
with all the facets tangent to the sphere, as well as for othersurfaces of degree 2.

There was no progress on this question until 1928, when ErnstSteinitz showed that
inscribability and circumscribability are polar conceptsand presented the first examples of
polytopes that cannot be inscribed/circumscribed. Since then, the interest on inscribability
of polytopes has soared, partially because of tight relations with Delaunay subdivisions
and hyperbolic geometry. It was in the context of the latter that, more than 50 years after
Steinitz’s results, Igor Rivin finally found a characterization of 3-dimensional inscribable
polytopes [34]: A 3-connected planar graph describes an inscribable polytope if and only
if a certain inequality system has a solution.

What about other quadric surfaces? First of all, since theseare not necessarily convex,
one has to decide to either consider realizations with the vertices on the surface, or real-
izations whose intersection with the surface are only the vertices. The weakly inscribable
spherical polytopes considered in [8] belong to the first category. For the second version of
the definition, Jeffrey Danciger, Sara Maloni and Jean-MarcSchlenker have very recently
extended Rivin’s results to arbitrary quadrics inR3 [9]: a 3-polytope is inscribable in the
hyperboloid or the cylinder if and only if it is inscribable in the sphere and its graph is
Hamiltonian.

So, is the inscribability problem completely solved? We do not think so: Many fun-
damental questions in this area remain still wide open. In particular, very little is known
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about inscribability for higher dimensional polytopes. Here we present some intriguing
open questions and problems motivated by some recent (and not so recent) results on in-
scribable polytopes.

1. INSCRIBABILITY OF 3-POLYTOPES

Incribability and circumscribability are polar concepts:A polytope is inscribable if and
only if its polar is circumscribable. Steinitz [42] (cf. [17, Thm. 13.5.2]) constructed non-
circumscribable polytopes using the following simple fact. Paint some of the facets of
a 3-polytopeP black in such a way that there are no two neighboring black facets (just
like on a soccer ball). If you can paint more than half of the facets black, thenP is not
circumscribable (unlike the soccer ball).

His argument was the following. Observe that each facetF has a point of contact with
the spherepF . We associate to each edgeeof F the angle with which we seee from pF . A
reflection about the plane spanned bye and the center of the sphere shows that this angle
is the same for the two facets incident toe. Now, if we add all these angles for the edges
incident to black facets, we get 2π for each black facet. No two of these share an edge,
so if we count the contributions for the white facets we should get at least the same value.
However, we get at most 2π times the number of white facets, which is smaller than the
number of black facets by hypothesis. �

The same argument also works if exactly half of the facets areblack as long as there
is at least one edge between two white facets. This provides us with our first example
of a non-circumscribable polytope: Take a simplex and truncate all its vertices. The
facets arising from the truncation do not share an edge, so painting them black shows
non-circumscribability.

The polar argument says that if the graph of a 3-polytope has an independent set (a
subset of vertices no two of which are connected by an edge) ofmore than half of the
vertices (or exactly half of them but not incident to every edge), then the polytope is not
inscribable. For example, thetriakis tetrahedron, a convex polytope obtained by stacking
a tetrahedron onto each facet of a tetrahedron, is not inscribable.

Steinitz’s condition was later subsumed by results by Michael B. Dillencourt [10] and
by Dillencourt together with Warren D. Smith [11]. In [10] itis shown that the graph of
any inscribed polytope is 1-tough, which means that for anyk, removingk vertices splits
the graph into at mostk connected components.

This proves non-inscribability for polytopes with an independent set that contains more
than half of the vertices, by removing the other vertices. For independent sets that collect
exactly half the vertices, we need a slight improvement from[11]: the graph of an in-
scribable 3-polytope is either bipartite (with both sides of the same size) or 1-supertough,
which means that for anyk ≥ 2, the removal ofk vertices splits the graph into less thank
components.

Toughness is a necessary combinatorial condition for inscribability that is easy to check,
but it is not sufficient.

Besides the mentioned necessary conditions, Dillencourt and Smith also found some
sufficient combinatorial conditions [12], which they summarize as:“If a polyhedron has
a sufficiently rich collection of Hamiltonian subgraphs, then it is of inscribable type.”For
example, this implies that 3-polytopes whose graphs are 4-connected, or where all the
vertex degrees are between 4 and 6, are always inscribable.

So, how can we decide whether a given polytope is incribable?Fundamental results
on hyperbolic polyhedra by Rivin [34] provided an easy way todecide inscribability and
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circumscribability of 3-polytopes [19] by linear programming (see also [32], [33], [35]).
If one identifies the ball with the Klein model of the hyperbolic space, then an inscribed
polytope is an ideal hyperbolic polyhedron. Rivin showed that the dihedral angles at the
edges completely characterize these polyhedra.

Theorem 1 ([19, Thm. 1]). A 3-polytope P is circumscribable if and only if there exist
numbersω(e) associated to the edges e of P such that:

• 0< ω(e)< π ,
• ∑e∈F ω(e) = 2π for each facet F of P, and
• ∑e∈C ω(e)> 2π for each simple circuit C that does not bound a facet.

Using this result, inscribability and circumscribabilitycan be efficiently checked. Yet,
the characterization depends on a linear programming type feasibility computation. As
Dillencourt and Smith pointed out in [11], it is an outstanding open problem to find a
graph-theoretical characterization of inscribable 3-polytopes. For simple polytopes, they
found such a characterization [11]: A simple 3-polytope is inscribable if and only if its
graph is either bipartite and has a 4-connected dual or it is 1-supertough.

Question 2 (Dillencourt and Smith [11]). Is there a purely combinatorial characterization
of the graphs of inscribable 3-polytopes?

2. A CHARACTERIZATION IN HIGHER DIMENSIONS

It is not likely that there is a characterization as nice and simple as Rivin’s for higer-
dimensional inscribable polytopes. To start with, 4-dimensional polytopes already present
universalityin the sense of Mnëv: This is a very strong statement whose history took off
with groundbreaking results in Nikolai Mnëv’s PhD thesis [25] [26], and that we discuss
a little further in Section 5 (see also [30]). It has several implications, among them that
it is already very hard to decide whether a given face latticecorresponds to a 4-polytope.
And as we will see later, higher-dimensional inscribable polytopes also present universality
features, so one should not expect to be able to decide inscribability in higher dimensions
easily or quickly.

A more realistic goal would hence be to look for strong necessary conditions for inscrib-
ability in higher dimensions as well as for good (that is, weak) sufficient conditions. A set
of necessary conditions is available, since Steinitz’s proof carries over directly to higher
dimensions, as Branko Grünbaum and Ernest Jucovič have observed already in 1974 [18].
Let’s see how.

Theorem 3. Let P be a d-polytope with graph G. If G has an independent set that contains
more than half of all the vertices, or exactly half the vertices when G is not bipartite, then
P is not inscribable.

Proof. Again, we prove the polar statement. Assume thatP◦ is circumscribed. Each
facetF touches the ball in a single pointpF . To each of the facets ofF, which are ridges of
P◦, we can intersect the cone with apexpF spanned by the ridge with a small ball centered
at pF . The (normalized) solid angle associated to the ridge is theratio of the volume of
this intersection to the volume of the ball. Again, a reflection shows that the solid angle
associated to each ridge does not depend on which of the two incident facets we take the
apex from.

Now assume that the facets ofP◦ are painted in black and white, in such a way that
there are no two neighboring black facets. If we add the contributions of the angles of the
ridges associated to black facets, it should be at most (or less than if the dual graph is not
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bipartite) the sum of the contributions for the white facets. Since the sum along each facet
is 1, the number of black facets cannot exceed the number of white facets, and they also
cannot be the same if there are two adjacent white facets. �

However, the more general necessary conditions by Dillencourt, such as 1-toughness,
have not yet been generalized to higher dimensions, as far aswe know; neither have the
sufficient conditions of Dillencourt and Smith. Is it true that if the graph of ad-polytope
has a rich enough structure of Hamiltonian subgraphs then the corresponding polytope is
inscribable? This could explain the phenomena observed in the next section.

Question 4. Find strong necessary and sufficient conditions for inscribability of higher-
dimensional polytopes.

Moritz Firsching recently achieved a complete enumerationof the simplicial 4-polytopes
with 10 vertices [13]: There are exactly 162004 combinatorial types. Firsching also man-
aged to decide inscribability for all but 13 of these polytopes: The remaining 161991 are
divided into 161978 inscribable and 13 non-inscriable. So,most simplicial 4-polytopes
with 10 vertices are inscribable. Moreover, the very few that are not inscribable have very
few facets and edges. More precisely, every non-inscribable simplicial 4-polytope with 10
vertices has less than 27 facets and less than 37 edges, but 146 104 out of the 162 004
simplicial 4-polytopes with 10 vertices do have at least 27 facets and 37 edges. This seems
indicate that there might be combinatorial sufficient conditions for inscribability based only
on the f -vector.

Question 5. Is it true that most simplicial 4-polytopes onn vertices are inscribable, for
n→ ∞?

In 1991 Smith [40] proved that although there are exponentially many inscribable and
circumscribable 3-polytopes withn vertices (because there are many that are 4-connected),
most simplicial 3-polytopes withn vertices are neither inscribable nor circumscribable.
The proof consists in showing that the probability of findinga fixed non-inscribable sub-
graph in a random 3-connected planar triangulations tends to 1 asn → ∞. The same ar-
gument can be used on random 3-connected planar graphs, see [6, Thm. 2 and Cor. 1],
which shows that most combinatorial types of 3-polytopes ona given large number of
edges are not inscribable/circumscribable. This contrasts with what happens with simpli-
cial 3-polytopes with few vertices. In the same paper [40], Smith classified these according
to their inscribability and circumscribility, and most turned out to be both inscribable and
circumscribable. The referee for this paper suggested to use the strategy for 3-polytopes in
higher dimension: To show that a large random simpliciald-polytope is likely to contain a
fixed non-inscribable subcomplex.

3. NEIGHBORLY POLYTOPES

What is the maximal number of faces that ad-dimensional polytope withn vertices can
have? The answer to this fundamental question in the combinatorial theory of polytopes
was not established until 1970, by Peter McMullen [22], although Theodore Motzkin had
already guessed the answer, as we know from a 1957 abstract [27]. And the answer is
that thecyclic d-polytopes with n verticeshave the maximal number ofk-faces among all
d-polytopes withn vertices (for allk!). This is the polytope one obtains when taking the
convex hull ofn points on the moment curve given byγ(t) := (t, t2, t3, . . . , td).

The cyclic polytopes owe their name to David Gale [14], one ofseveral (re-)inventors
(cf. [17, Sec. 7.4]), although they were essentially already known to Constantin Carathéodory
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in 1911 [7], who had studied the convex hull of thetrigonometric moment curveτ(t) =
(sint,cost,sin2t,cos2t, . . . ,sinkt,coskt). The representation on the trigonometric moment
curve, which is projectively equivalent to the monomial one[45, pp. 75/76], shows that in
even dimensions, the cyclic polytopes are inscribable. Since then, several inscribed real-
izations of the cyclic polytope have been found (also in odd dimensions), see [17, p. 67],
[39, p. 521] and [16, Prop. 17]. Thus the upper bound theorem is established for inscribed
polytopes too.

The next natural question asks forall the polytopes that have this many facets. Mc-
Mullen also provided the answer to this: This characterizesthe simplicial neighborly
polytopes. These are the simplicial polytopes with a complete

⌊

d
2

⌋

-skeleton. (All even-
dimensional neighborly polytopes are simplicial, but not in general the odd-dimensional
ones. In particular, not all odd-dimensional neighborly polytopes have the maximal num-
ber of facets, only those that are simplicial.) Even if Motzkin claimed that the cyclic poly-
topes are the only neighborly polytopes (in the same 1957 abstract [27] mentioned above),
there are actually plenty. The number of neighborlyd-polytopes withn vertices grows at
least asn⌊d/2⌋n(1−o(1)) for fixed d [29]. Compare this to the number ofd-polytopes withn
vertices, which is not larger thannd2n(1+o(1)) [3]. As it turns out, each one of the neighborly
polytopes used to provide this lower bound is also inscribable [15] (for d ≥ 4). And even
more, as we discuss in the next section, they are inscribablein any strictly convex body!
This surprising behavior let Gonska and Padrol [15] to ask:

Question 6 (Gonska and Padrol [15]). Is every (even-dimensional) neighborly polytope
inscribable?

Moritz Firsching [13] undertook a quest to find a counterexample. He successfully used
non-linear optimization techniques to find polytope realizations. In particular, he tried to
inscribe the neighborly polytopes enumerated in [24]. The results are surprising: Every
neighborly 4-polytope withn ≤ 11 vertices, every simplicial neighborly 5-polytope with
n ≤ 10 vertices, every neighborly 6-polytope withn ≤ 11 vertices, and every simplicial
neighborly 7-polytope withn≤ 11 vertices is inscribable! Even more, every simplicial 2-
neighborly 6-polytope withn≤ 10 vertices is also inscribable. This lead Firsching to ask
whether the even stronger statement that all 2-neighborly polytopes are inscribable might
be true [13, Conj. 1]. This may be a very brave conjecture, forwhich not much evidence is
available yet. However, recall that the graph of a 2-neighborly polytope is complete, and
hence has the richest possible structure of Hamiltonian subgraphs . . .

Question 7 (Firsching [13]). Is every (simplicial) 2-neighborly polytope inscribable?

We can also ask the polar question: What about circumscribability of neighborly poly-
topes? The results are completely opposite. Chen and Padrolproved that, for anyd≥ 4, no
cyclic d-polytope on sufficiently many vertices is circumscribable[8]. (The proof will be
sketched below in the last section.) They even conjecture that this holds in more generality
for neighborly polytopes [8, Conj. 7.4]. Notice that, sinceneighborliness can be read on
the f -vector, this would imply that there is anf -vector of a convex polytope that does not
belong to any inscribable polytope, namely that of the polarof a neighborly 4-polytope
with sufficiently many vertices. No example of such anf -vector has been established
so far. Actually, what is known points into the other direction: Every f -vector of a 3-
dimensional polytope is inscribable [16]. However,f -vectors that are notk-scribable are
known ford ≥ 4 and 1≤ k ≤ d−2 [8]. (A polytope isk-scribableif it has a realization
with all its k-faces tangent to the sphere.)
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Question 8 (Gonska and Ziegler [16]). Is there anf -vector that is not inscribable?

4. UNIVERSALLY INSCRIBABLE

As we just mentioned, the proof of inscribability for cyclicand many more neighborly
polytopes given in [15] still works when we replace the unit ball by any other smooth
strictly convex body. (This is what Oded Schramm called anegg in his celebrated paper
“How to cage an egg?”[37].) Here smoothness is not very important, but strict convexity
is. For example, the pigeonhole principle tells us that no simplicial d-polytope with more
thand(d+1) vertices can be inscribed on the boundary of ad-simplex.

Hence many neighborly polytopes (among them all cyclic polytopes) areuniversally
inscribable: They can be inscribed into any egg. Other examples of such polytopes are the
stackedd-polytopes arising as a join of a path with a(d−2)-simplex; and also Lawrence
polytopes [15].

Question 9 (Gonska and Padrol [15]). Which polytopes are inscribable into the boundary
of every (smooth) strictly convex body?

An observation of Karim Adiprasito [15] shows that being inscribable on the sphere
is not sufficient for being universally inscribable. (The proof uses projectively unique
polytopes [2].) We thank the anonymous reviewer for suggesting the following opposite
question. (The reviewer’s conjectured answer is yes.)

Question 10. Are there polytopes that are inscribable in every egg other than the ellipsoid?

The celebrated Koebe–Andreev–Thurston Theorem states that every 3-polytope has a
realization with all its edges tangent to the sphere. This amazing result has a long his-
tory. It seems that it was first proved by Paul Koebe, but only for simple and simplicial
polytopes [21]. Bill Thurston later realized [44] that it followed from results of Eugene
M. Andreev on hyperbolic polyhedra [4] [5]. Since then, several proofs have been found
(see [46, Section 1.3] and references therein). Schramm went even further and proved that
every 3-polytope has a realization with all its edges tangent to any given egg [37].

Theorem 11 (Schramm [37]). For every3-polytope P, and every smooth strictly convex
body K, there is a realization Q of P such that each edge of Q is tangent to K.

There is also the other side of universal inscribability, which would be to focus on the
convex bodies. The mathoverflow user called Gregor Samsa asked [36]:

Is there a convex body inRd such that every combinatorial type of ad-
dimensional convex polytope can be realized with vertices on its surface?

We reproduce the beautiful affirmative answer by Sergei Ivanov [20]:

Yes, there is such a body. Actually there is one very close to the standard
unit ball and containing disjoint representatives of each combinatorial
type (but these representatives are very small).

Indeed, every combinatorial type of ad-polytope has a realization
which looks as follows: there is a “large”(d−1)-dimensional facet and
the remaining surface is a graph over this facet. To construct such a
realization, choose a(d− 1)-facet, pick a hyperplane parallel to it and
very close to it (but not intersecting the polytope), and apply a projective
map which sends this hyperplane to infinity.

We can further “flatten” this realization so that it is very close to its
large face. Choose a very smallε > 0, apply a homothety such that
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the diameter of the polytope becomes less thanε, and place the result-
ing tiny polytope so that it touches the sphere by a point on its “large”
face. Then consider the convex hull of the sphere and the polytope. All
vertices will be on the boundary of this convex hull if the polytope is
sufficiently “flattened.” And the convex hull diverges from the ball only
in a neighborhood of size∼√

ε.
Now pick another combinatorial type of a polytope and repeatthe

procedure with a much smallerε and a location on the sphere chosen so
that the neighborhood affected by the second polytope does not interfere
with the first one. And so on. Since there are only countably many
combinatorial types, they all can be packed into the sphere,provided
thatε goes to 0 sufficiently fast.

5. UNIVERSALITY

We move on to a slightly different topic, and a different notion of “universality.” Take
an inscribable polytopeP, and consider the set of all inscribed realizations ofP. How does
this set look like? To start off, it can be parametrized by thevertex coordinates. Moreover,
since any Möbius transformation that preserves the unit sphere as well as its interior sends
an inscribed polytope onto an inscribed polytope, we can safely mod out the action of
this group. This definesRins(P), therealization space of an inscribed polytope P(with n
vertices inRd):

Rins(P) =
{

A∈ (Sd−1)n
∣

∣conv(A)≃ P
}/

Möb(Sd−1).

This concept is inspired by an analogue definition for general polytopes. In that set-
ting, one considersRpol(P), the set of all realizations ofP, up to affine transformation.
From Steinitz’s proofs of Steinitz’s Theorem [43] we know that these sets are relatively
nice whenP is of dimension at most 3: They are contractible, contain rational points, etc.;
see [30] [31]. For higher-dimensional polytopes, however,the behaviour of realization
spaces is much wilder. This was first observed by Mnëv, with his celebrated Universal-
ity Theorem [25] [26] for polytopes and oriented matroids. The polytopal version reads:
For every primary basic [open] semi-algebraic set defined over Z there is a [simplicial]
polytope whose realization space is stably equivalent to it. This has many consequences,
among them:

• topological:Rpol(P) can have the homotopy type of any arbitrary finite simplicial
complex,

• algebraic: there are polytopes that cannot be realized withrational coordinates,
• algorithmic: it is ETR-hard to decide if a lattice is the facelattice of a polytope.

Mnëv’s proof provided polytopes with the desired realization spaces, but could not say
anything about their dimensions. Another major step was done later by Jürgen Richter-
Gebert, who proved that there is universality already for 4-dimensional polytopes [30].

The inscribed picture is similar. Up to dimension 3, inscribed realization spaces are
reasonable. This follows from the results of Rivin that we have already mentioned [33],
which imply that for a 3-polytopeP, Rins(P) is homeomorphic to the polyhedron of angle
structures (and hence are contractible). In contrast, results of Adiprasito and Padrol with
Louis Theran show that, in arbitrarily high dimensions, there is again universality [1]. We
have not found yet an appropriate notion of stable equivalence for this context, while a uni-
versality theorem for general polytopes without stable equivalence is neither available nor
in sight. This forces us to separate the topological, algebraic and algorithmic statements:
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Theorem 12 (Adiprasito, Padrol & Theran [1]).

• For every primary basic semi-algebraic set there is an inscribed polytope whose
realization space is homotopy equivalent to it.

• For every finite field extension F/Q of the rationals, there is an inscribed polytope
that cannot be realized with coordinates in F.

• The problem of deciding if a poset is the face lattice of an inscribed [simplicial]
polytope is polynomially equivalent to theexistential theory of the reals (ETR). In
particular, it is NP-hard.

In the last point we can even ask the polytopes to be simplicial. This follows from a
weak universality theorem for inscribed simplicial polytopes, also from [1]. In this case,
we can only find polytopes whose realization space retracts onto the semi-algebraic set,
instead of having homotopy equivalence as in the general case.

The inscribed analogue to Richter-Gebert’s result for 4-polytopes is still missing.

Question 13 (Adiprasito, Padrol and Theran [1]). Is there universality for inscribed poly-
topes in bounded dimension, say for 4-polytopes inscribed intoS3?

The proof of Theorem 12 strongly relies on the results of Mnëv. The strategy is to
start with certain polytopes with intricate realization spaces, and then to show that their
inscribed realization spaces are equally involved. In particular, it does not prove that it is
hard to decide inscribability once we already know that the face lattice corresponds to a
polytope. However, inscribability is itself a complex condition, and hence one can expect
that it increases the complexity of the corresponding realization spaces. This could lead to
a proof of universality that is intrinsic to inscribed polytopes, and hopefuly to advances in
the previous question. A first step in this direction could beto find a polytopeP such that
Rins(P) is disconnected whileRpol(P) is not.

Question 14. Is there universality for the realization spacesRins(P) for a class of in-
scribable polytopesP whose general realization spacesRpol(P) are trivial (in particular,
contractible)?

6. (i,j )-SCRIBABILITY

We have already referred to the Koebe–Andreev–Thurston Theorem. One is tempted to
ask if similar behaviors might also appear in higher dimensions. The answer is no. Egon
Schulte used an inductive argument over non-inscribable/non-circumscribable 3-polytopes
to show that, for everyd ≥ 4, and every 0≤ k ≤ d−1, there ared-polytopes that cannot
be realized with all theirk-faces tangent to the sphere [38]. Of course, this opens the door
to ask for a characterization ofk-scribable polytopes. There are almost no results in this
direction, which is definitely an interesting research topic.

We will, however, consider a different problem. If we take anedge-scribed realization of
a 3-polytope, it has also the following property: All the vertices are outside the ball while
all the facets cut the ball. This kind of realizations are studied in [8]. Here a polytope is
said to be(i, j)-scribed if all its i-faces “avoid” the sphere while all thej-faces “cut” it.
The definitions for cutting and avoiding that seem to work better say that a faceF cutsthe
ball if there is a point of the unit ball in its relative interior, and that itavoidsthe ball if
there is a hyperplaneH, supporting forF , which completely containsP and the ball in one
of the closed halfspaces it defines. (This somehow involved definition is needed if we want
a self-dual concept that reduces to classicalk-scribability wheni = j = k.)

The weakest condition occurs wheni = 0 and j = d−1:
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Question 15. Does every polytope have a realization where every vertex avoids the ball
and every facet cuts the ball?

The answer is most probably no, but so far no proof has been given (although Karim
Adiprasito has suggested that one should be able to obtain counterexamples from glue-
ing some of the large projectively unique polytopes from [2]). There are some results in
the opposite direction: Ford = 3, the edge-scribed realization is also(0,d− 1)-scribed.
Every inscribable polytope has directly a(0,d−1)-scribed realization too. So, in partic-
ular, cyclic polytopes and many (all?) neighborly polytopes have such realizations. And
obviously, circumscribable polytopes also have such a realization. This includes stacked
polytopes, which are always circumscribable [8].

What about other values ofi and j? The best offenders found in [8] are even-dimensional
cyclic polytopes (and their duals):

Theorem 16 (Chen and Padrol [8]). If an even-dimensional cyclic polytope has sufficiently
many vertices, then it is not(1,d−1)-scribable (which in particular implies that it is not
circumscribable).

Proof sketch.The first step is to associate to each vertex of a(1,d− 1)-scribed cyclic
polytope the spherical cap consisting of the points ofSd−1 visible from it. This yields a
configuration of spherical caps onSd−1. These are said to form ak-ply system if no point
of Sd−1 is contained in the interior of more thank caps.

Now the Sphere Separator Theorem of Gary Miller, Shang-Hua Teng, Bill Thurston
and Stephen Vavasis [23] states that the intersection graphof a k-ply system onSd−1 has
a separator of sizeO(k1/(d−1)n1−1/(d−1)). The proof is astonishingly simple and beautiful
(cf. [28, Thm. 8.5]): With a Möbius transformation, we can assume that the origin is a
center-point of the centers of the caps. The next step is to compute the probability that a
random linear hyperplane intersects a cap, which depends only on the area covered by the
cap. Since our system isk-ply, we can estimate the sum of these volumes because we know
the surface area of the sphere. This is used to show that a random linear hyperplane hits
very few caps, whose removal separates the graph.

So how do we tie this in with cyclic polytopes? The key observation is that a set of points
induce ak-ply system if and only if the convex hull of everyk-set intersects the sphere. A
k-setis a subset ofk points that can be separated from the others with a hyperplane. Even-
dimensional cyclic polytopes have a lot of nice properties,among them oriented matroid
rigidity. This allows us to show that everyk-set withk ≥ 3

2d−1 contains a facet. If the
realization was(0,d−1)-scribed, this facet would intersect the sphere, and hence the cyclic
polytope induces ak-ply set. But in this case, the intersection graph consists of the edges
of the polytope avoiding the sphere. If all the edges avoidedthe sphere, this would be a
complete graph, which obviously does not have a small separator. �
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